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h i g h l i g h t s

• We studied the dynamic motion of a vehicle moving through the series of signals on a roadway with bypasses.
• We compared the vehicular motion on the roadway with bypasses with that without bypasses.
• We explored that the travel time decreases by using bypasses for specific values of cycle time but does not change for other values of

cycle time.
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a b s t r a c t

We study the dynamic motion of a vehicle moving through the series of traffic signals
on a roadway with bypasses. A vehicle moves on either main roadway or bypass. There
are all signals on the main roadway and signals are controlled by both cycle time and
phase difference. The dynamic model of the vehicular motion is described in terms of the
nonlinearmap. The vehicular motion is studied on the roadwaywith bypasses andwithout
bypasses. The vehicular motion changes highly by the signal control on the roadway with
bypasses. It is found that the travel time decreases highly by the use of bypasses for specific
values of cycle time but does not change for other values of cycle time. Also, the dependence
of the travel time on the cycle time is derived at the green-wave strategy.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Transportation problemshave been investigated extensively in interdisciplinary research fields so far. Recently, physicists
have been interested in traffic problems [1–5]. Physics, other sciences and technologies meet at the frontier area of inter-
disciplinary research. They have applied the concepts and techniques of physics to such complex systems as transportation
systems. The traffic flow and pedestrian flow have been studied from a point of view of statistical mechanics and nonlinear
dynamics [6–47]. Especially, traffic congestion has been investigated numerically and analytically.

Information is a key commodity in many social systems. In vehicular traffic system, road users obtain real-time
information about the traffic conditions bymeans of communication such as variable message signs, radio broadcasts or on-
board computers. The real-time information helps the individual road users to minimize their personal travel time. Wahle
et al. have proposed the dynamic model for two-route traffic flow with real-time information [48]. The traffic flow with
real-time traffic information has been studied using a route choice scenario [49–53].

In city traffic network, traffic signals control vehicular traffic to give priority for a road because vehicles encounter at
crossings. The vehicular traffic depends highly on the control method of traffic signals. Generally, the signals are controlled
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the main roadway connected by bypasses. The traffic signals are positioned on the main roadway with the same interval. A
signal is represented by open circle. The bypass is connected every two signals. The bypass bifurcates from the main roadway just after a signal andmerges
into the main roadway just before the next signal.

by either synchronized or green-wave strategies [54–59]. In the synchronized strategy, the phase of all signals has the same
value. All signals change simultaneously and periodically. In the green-wave strategy, the phase difference between two
signals has the same value for all signals. The signal changes with a certain time delay between the signal phases of two
successive intersections. The traffic flow at the synchronized and green-wave strategies has been studied extensively. The
vehicular traffic at the synchronized strategy is controlled only by the cycle time. While the vehicular traffic at the green-
wave strategy is controlled by both cycle time and phase difference. The operator can manage both cycle time and phase of
signals to control the vehicular traffic.

Roadways are connected each other. Traffic network is formed in a city. One wishes to go to destination without
congestion or as fast as possible. Drivers make a route choice in order to go from a starting point (origin) to the destination.
They may avoid traffic signals to move as soon as possible. Generally, there are roadways with bypasses in traffic network.
Main roadways are connected with bypasses. Traffic signals are positioned on main roadways. Signals on bypasses may be
less than main roadways. A driver can select a bypass to move as fast as possible. To avoid traffic signals, how short is the
travel time if one selects bypasses? It is necessary and important to estimate the travel time accurately on roadways with
bypasses where there are traffic signals. The travel time depends on both signal control and use of bypasses.

In this paper, we study the dynamicmotion of a vehicle through an infinite series of signals on the roadwaywith bypasses.
We present the nonlinear-map model for the vehicular motion on the roadway with bypasses and without bypasses. We
show how the vehicular motion changes by the use of bypasses. We clarify the dependence of the travel time on both signal
control and the use of bypasses.

In Section 2, we propose the nonlinear-map model for the vehicular motion through an infinite series of signals on the
roadway with bypasses. In Section 3, we present the numerical result for the vehicular motion. We show that the vehicular
motion displays a complex behavior. We present the summary in Section 4.

2. Model and nonlinear map

We consider themotion of vehicles moving through the series of traffic signals on the single-lane roadwaywith bypasses
at a low density. The vehicular traffic is in the free traffic state at a low density. All vehicles move almost with the maximal
speed and a vehicular motion is little affected by other vehicles. It is assumed that vehicles are not correlated each other at
a low density. Here, we consider the motion of a single vehicle going through the infinite series of signals on the single-lane
roadway with bypasses.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic illustration of the main roadway connected by bypasses. The traffic signals are positioned on
the main roadway with the same interval. A signal is represented by open circle. The interval between two signals is defined
as la. The bypass is connected every two signals. The length of the bypass is defined as lb. Bypass’s length lb is longer than
two times the signal’s interval, i.e. lb > 2la. The bypass bifurcates from the main roadway just after a signal and merges into
the main roadway just before the next signal. A driver can use the bypass to avoid the signal. Here, we assume that a driver
makes a route choice stochastically. A driver selects the bypass with probability p. Also, we consider the case the bypass is
connected every three signals. In the case, bypass’s length is longer than three times the signal’s interval, i.e. lb > 3la.

The signals are numbered by 1, 2, 3, . . . , n, n+1, . . . to x direction on themain roadway. The signals are positioned with
the same interval on the main roadway where the interval between signals n − 1 and n is indicated by la. All signals change
periodically with period ts. Period ts is called as the cycle time. The phase of signals varies with signals. The vehicle moves
with the mean speed v between a signal and its next signal. All signals change periodically from red (green) to green (red)
with a fixed time period (1−sp)ts (spts). The period of green is spts and the period of red is (1−sp)ts. Fraction sp represents the
split which indicates the ratio of green time to cycle time. Each signal timing is controlled by offset time toffset . The offset time
means the difference of phases between two successive signals. In the green wave (delayed) strategy, the phase of signal n
is given by tphase(n) = ntoffset where the phase at signal n is indicated by tphase(n). Then, the signal switches from red to green
in green wave way.

First, we derive the nonlinear map for the case that the vehicle moves only on themain roadway with no use of bypasses.
When a vehicle arrives at a signal and the signal is red, the vehicle stops at the position of the signal. Then, when the signal
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